resembles the Sanskrit-Tibetan vocabulary known as the 'vyutpati 2), but has this advantage over that work that is gives, in addition to the translation a full explanation of each word and expression. When examining this work I was much struck by its 1) N° 1640. I have copied my text from a little photographic reproduction in 2 vols. duo decimo.
2) Among the treasures of the Asiatic Society of Bengal is a large manuscript in folio in the careful hand of the great Hungarian scholar Csoma de Koros, which contains a complete transcript of the _'tTaJa (?ar?ut?ati (Sanskrit and Tibetan) together with au English translation.
I am at present engaged on an edition of this long-neglected Manuscript; and it was in this connection that I came to examine the contents of the Fan-i-ming-i. But ere I was able to carry into effect my plan, the learned (lao) Hsie?e Clt',in Shên showed me the Fian-i-ming-i which was then being compiled by Fa-yiin of the Chillg-te Monastery in P`irrg-clziang that is, the "Mahamab.opadhyaya"
2) Ching-ch'i, in Ch'ang.chou fu, Chiang-su. 3) and 4) I am endebted to b1r Yamakami for the Sanskrit equivalents of wei-hsin and claii-shih. 5) i. e. The Southern Sung Dynasty (A. D. 1127-1280).. 6) Su-chou fu Chiang-suo .
As soon as I saw this (compilation) I was overjoyed and said "This is (exactly) my idea. If some day or other this Catalogue is completed, a special (fair)-copy of it ought to be prepared (cltill)."
After some lit?le time I visited P`ing-claiany, and thereupon [Fa] yun came to call on me, and entreated me to write a Preface (to this work of his).
I trust that this book will not only be useful to students (readers) of the Buddhist Scriptures, but that it may also serve to "protect" the minds of those men who speak lying words (abuse)
Buddhism. ') Hsuen [tsang] the great (Buddhist) teacher of the T'ang Dynasty explained that there were five categories of words and phrases which ought not to be translated.
The first on account of secrecy (mystery), as for example Dhara,ni. .
The second because they posses several meanings, as for example
Blaagavat, which has six meanings.
The third because (the thing indicated) is not known here (i. e. in China), as for example, the Jambu' tree; for indeed we .have not this tree in China (H.sia). : ...
The fourth (category) for the sake of conformity with ancient -practice: as for example Annullara Samy rksambacddlza 2) of which, though it is not incapable of being translated, we have nevertheless since the time of illcitaikqa, always preserved the Sanskrit sounds.
The fifth (category) is for the sake of impressiveness 3) as for 1) This sentence 13 somewhat difficult to translate. My friend Mr. Yamakami says "that hu, to protect is here used ironically -and that the writer means "this book should be enough to convert the mind of an unbelieved."
The expression = the Sanskrit the root of thought -the "intellectual heart."
2) The chinese expression is here much contracted -and at the same time bodhi instead of Buddha.
3) The phrase 8h.?tty shan seems to mean here "to excite religious emotion", "to promote devotional feelings" and "to inspire piety" and I think the English word "impressiveness" as applied to a religious ceremony, for example, comprises these notions. , example prajna is profound and dignified, whereas chila fiui is fami-, liar (lit. light and shallow).
' Now (we read) in C7z'i Mi's work (the following) remarks:
Muni ought to be rendered in Chinese by nêng jên (the ,"charitable): but the purport of jêll 1) would make (Buddha) "rank below Choa and K'ung 2). Annullara Samyak ."sambuddha should be translated by "Right uuiversal knowledge": Even at the present time with reference to all the SAtras in the great Pitaka, the great Preacher Shêng's "k'ai yiian shila chiao lu" 6) . 1) Mr. Yamakami says this simply means "able man", jen here only means "man". The term "able man" reminds we of Carlyle's Chapter in Heroes and 11ero Worship in .. whi;h he points out that the king is the man who can, deriving K6nig from konnen.
2) Chou kung died B. C. 11(15. See Giles. Biograph. i)ict. p. 162. '
3) The phrase ta tao hain chung sheng ofters some dillirully as a rendering of Bodhisattva. The ordinary rendering is tao hsin. '
4) The compiler of the k'ai ?p%an Catalogue, mentioned below -and other works. " ' .-5) T'u is' here used in the sense of comptehensive, all embracing..... 
